Dear parents,
It has been a busy week in year 4! We had a fabulous
day on Monday launching our Spring topic ‘Material
Mayhem’. You should have received the topic web with
all of the terms activities on it last week.

Spellings
Thank you for helping your child to learn their spellings.
The spellings for this week are below:
reign, knot, male, except, medal, affect, herd, weight,
plane, mane

We are very much looking forward to the Science
Museum Trip on Tuesday 24th January and now have
enough parent helpers thank you.
Have a great weekend!
Jo, James, Rachel, Maggie and Chloe

English
We have continued to read George’s Marvellous Medicine
by Roald Dahl . We finished writing up our recipes and
shared them with our classmates. Later in the week we
focused on direct speech and performed and recorded
conversations between Grandma and George.

Science
Our week started with the ’Big Drop Launch’ which involved
making parachutes for eggs, investigating how shoes have
different friction with a surface, the force needed to shoot
marshmallows using a balloon and cup plus testing balloon
rockets. It was a great day and the children learnt lots! We have
since evaluated our investigations focusing on the use of
scientific vocabulary to explain what we observed.

Swimming and P.E. reminder
Monday— All classes need full P.E. kit.
Wednesday—4JM need swimming kit. 4JW and 4R need
full P.E. kit.

Maths
The children have worked on weight, capacity and length this week. The teachers
have had fun rotating classes and working with all the children. They children
have enjoyed having this hands on experience and investigating in groups. Why
not have some fun at home this weekend measuring objects, or weighing
ingredients out for some baking together!

Homework
The homework this week is for the children to use their
knowledge of volume and capacity to add amounts in
millilitres for a marvellous medicine for George!

